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Floor Mounted HAB™
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Load-Bearing Floor Mounted HAB™ Support Stand
KiloVault's HAB™ Floor Mounted Stand supports the KiloVault® HAB™ 7.5 kWh Lithium Energy
Storage System on an elevated, sturdy base. KiloVault's HAB™ Floor Mounted Stand provides
a sturdy base where a HAB™ 7.5 battery unit can be permanently installed to keep it off the
ground and away from potential water damage. The Floor Mounted HAB Stand offers an easier
way to install a KiloVault HAB than wall-mounting.

Construction
Durable heavy gauge steel construction in a white
powder coated finish for safe use and longevity.
This cleverly crafted foundation is made with a
thick and sturdy steel frame for ultimate strength
and longevity.

Load-Bearing
Load-bearing capacity is 300 lbs - sturdy enough
to comfortably support a HAB™ 7.5 kWh battery.

Elevate Safely and
Securely

Quick
Assembly

4" clearance from floor to safely and securely

Minimum assembly is needed. All parts, tools and
instructions are packed into one compact box that
ships straight to your door.

elevate your HAB™ above the ground.
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KiloVault®
Floor Mounted HAB™ Support Stand

SPECIFICATIONS
Construction

Heavy gauge steel

Finish

White powder coated finish

Weight

10.51 lb

Maximum Weight Capacity

300 lb

Dimensions

3.99" H x 8.55" D x 24.40" W

For Use With

HAB 7.5 kWh
Lithium Energy Storage System

HAB Stand Installation Instructions:
1. Place the HAB Stand against a wall and secure it to the ground using the included self-tapping screws
(two on each side).
2. Place the HAB™ on the HAB™ Stand close to the wall.
3. Secure the left and right mounting ears to the HAB™ using the supplied bolt assembly, and secure them
to the wall using the supplied self-tapping screws.
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